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REVIEWSLive

effects were originating from, since 
Kaljujärv played an important role 
in contributing with his electronica, 
which often manifested itself in 
menacing throbs or sparking sounds as 
he twiddled with various knobs.

To kick-start ‘Kiik Tahab Kindaid’ 
(The Swing Wants Mittens), Nuut drew 
a long high harmonic from her fiddle, 
and looped it to conjure a mesmerising 
back-and-forth motion that effortlessly 
suggested a swing’s giddying glide. 
That aside, there were of course 
several songs from Une Meeles, her 
latest album, plus a few others, which 
were either traditional material 
collaboratively adapted by both the 
artists, or pieces that Nuut herself had 
adapted. There was also a pair of more 
contemporary pieces titled ‘Miniature 
I’ and ‘Miniature II’ punctuating the 
set, both of which were composed by 
Kaljujärv alone. 

Nuut told charming folk tales that 
often featured animals to introduce or 
contextualise the traditional pieces they 
performed, speaking perfect English 
with an accent as crisp as fresh linen.
JON LUSK

Belem 
Brighton Festival, All Saints 
Church, Brighton, May 19
The dark, vaulted interior of 
Brighton’s All Saint’s Church proved 
to be a very different setting than 
where I mostly found myself on this 
particular weekend. Flitting between 
dingy basements and bars packed 
with bearded hipsters, I welcomed an 
excuse to take a break from the indie 
music of Great Escape Festival to dip 
into a special performance as part of 
the Brighton Festival. The atmospheric 
All Saint’s Church was hosting the UK 
premiere of the Belgian duo Belem – 
Kathy Adam on cello and Didier Laloy 
on diatonic accordion. And it proved 
to be an excellent choice of venue; 
the echoing acoustics both drew your 
attention to the quiet moments and 
accentuated the churning patterns 
traded between the two. 

Laloy offered humorous, thickly 
accented introductions to most of 
the pieces despite admitting “I don’t 
speak your language.” His playing 
was as whimsical as his dialogue, his 
head darting from side to side, almost 
birdlike. Laloy’s intensity was offset by 
Adam’s calm, centred demeanour. The 
music was rooted in various European 
folk traditions, but flirted often 
with classical chamber music. Their 
strength was clearly in the gradual 
building of tension, often starting 
meditatively before expanding into 

a feverish swirl of sound that often 
seemed to finish without a sense 
of finality, almost as if asking a 
question of the audience rather than a 
delivering a closing statement. 

The pieces were vivid and it was 
easy to guess that they compose with 
images in mind, which was confirmed 
by the programme notes that asked 
you to imagine ‘grasshoppers on 
the beach of the North Sea’ for 
‘Youplaboum’ or describing that 
‘Wednesday Cold’ was, as might be 
expected, ‘composed in Britain on a 
rainy Wednesday in December.’ 

Belem were positively engaging, 
both in music and personality – you 
never wanted to leave their company 
– and they delivered an excellent UK 
premiere. Here’s hoping they return to 
share their music with us again soon.
ALEXANDRA PETROPOULOS

Ravi Shankar’s Sukanya 
Royal Festival Hall, Southbank 
Centre, London, May 19
It’s rare to meet someone who hasn’t at 
least heard of Ravi Shankar – the late 
sitarist brought the sound of Indian 
classical music to the Western world in 
a series of high-profile collaborations 
and by his death in 2012 was a 
household name worldwide. So it 
was with great expectations that I 
arrived at the Royal Festival Hall to 
see Sukanya – the only opera Shankar 
ever composed, a love letter to his 
wife that he was working on in his last 
days. It was without doubt a thrilling 
performance, but those expectations 
were left largely unfulfilled. 

Based on a tale from the 
Mahabharata, the opera traced the 

relationship between the princess 
Sukanya and the sage Chyavana, 
with Shankar’s own love story with 
his wife of the same name making 
an appearance. Susanna Hurrell was 
stunning in the lead role, with her 
libretto sargam (sung Indian notation) 
stealing the show. 

At points, however, the fusion 
verged on the comical – awkward 
libretto by writer Amit Chaudhuri was 
delivered with an excessive grandiosity 
and anglicised pronunciation that 
distracted from the melodies and rigid 
konnakol (spoken percussion) from the 
otherwise stellar BBC Singers.

There was some impressive 
choreography from Aakash Odedra, 
though bharatanatyam dancer 
Rukmini Vijayakumar’s flawless 
grace set a high bar for her kathak 
counterparts as the Indian percussion 
struggled to make itself heard over 
the London Philharmonic Orchestra. 
The show’s shortcomings are partly 
explained by the constraints of the 
operatic form on classical Indian 
music, but with some revision 
Sukanya could be the show that Ravi 
Shankar’s legacy deserves.
AMAR DHILLON

Druga Godba Festival 
Ljubljana, Slovenia, May 25-27
Druga Godba – which translates 
as ‘That Other Music’ – likes to do 
things a bit differently, so for their 
33rd edition the opening concerts 
took place in the beautiful coastal 
town of Piran. Austrian band Roy 
de Roy from Carinthia kicked things 
off with a high-energy set in Tartini 
Square. Then there was a short boat 

trip around the bay to an old salt 
warehouse where Bella Ciao, led by 
accordionist Riccardo Tesi, performed 
with a trio of guest singers. They 
were followed by Ghanaian kologo 
powerhouse King Ayisoba, who 
worked up the crowd into a frenzied, 
sweaty dancing mob. 

The next day at Ljubljana’s AKC 
Metelkova (a former Yugoslav army 
barracks) singer Gaye Su Akyol 
transformed the grungy venue into 
a Turkish spaghetti western club. 
Dressed like Wonder Woman in a 
shimmering translucent cape with 
knee-high boots, Akyol’s deep, sultry 
voice belied her gamine looks. Her 
four-piece band kept up the comic 
book references by wearing Zorro 
masks. Despite the jokey antics, there 
were references to President Erdoğan’s 
autocratic rule as she sang a version 
of ‘Yaz Gazeteci Yaz’ (Write Journalist, 
Write), a famous folk song and topical 
reminder about media censorship 
in Turkey. “Anatolian surf Turkish 
psychedelia” was how Gaye Su Akyol 
summed it up. Whatever you call it, it 
was hugely enjoyable. 

The most interesting new discovery, 
however, was the Slovenian trio, Širom 
(Iztok Koren, Ana Kravanja and Samo 
Kutin). Between them they played over 
20 instruments with the occasional 
burst of wordless song that added to 
their already complex mosaic of sound. 
As they moved around the stage, it 
was like watching graceful musical 
choreography. Look out for their new 
album on tak:til, Glitterbeat’s new label, 
this autumn. Here’s hoping we’ll see a 
lot more from this talented trio.
JO FROST

Širom at Druga Godba
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